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Electric Vehicle Charging

Charging infrastructure can be grouped into categories of AC
(standard) charging, DC (fast) charging, wireless charging
and battery swapping. AC charging provides ‘alternating curElectric-Mobility (eMobility) requires a collection of technolo- rent’ to the vehicle’s on-board battery charge system from the
gies and industries to interconnect and form a network of external charge point in which the charging times range from
systems. It hosts a cross-sectional technology through bring- 6 to 12 hours for a full battery charge.
ing together industry sectors with little historical connection,
automotive and energy utility sectors. It can be noted that two
sectors that produced nearly two-thirds of global CO2 emissions in 2013 were recorded as electricity and heat generation which accounted for 42%, while transport accounted for
23%.
Traditional energy generation has been via coal powered
stations which negates the effect of zero-emission footprint of
electric vehicles (EV), and hence the mobility transition towards an electrified drivetrain has also facilitated integration
of renewable energy generation into charging infrastructure
that serves as a sustainable energy source. Currently in Japan there are more charge points that fuel filling stations, and
it is expected that by 2020 United Kingdom (UK) will have
more charge points than fuel stations.
Charging technology and infrastructure is crucial to the development and adoption of the EV’s. Studies have indicated that
the availability and faster timeframe of charging infrastructure
have a significant impact on the rate of EV adoption within the
urban areas.
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Conductive Charging Systems
Convenience charge cables and residential wall boxes are
usually sold with each EV purchased in which the convenience charge cables allow an EV user to charge the vehicle
from any existing mains wall plug socket. Residential wall
boxes are usually installed at residences/businesses of EV
owners, while the modular charge points are more prominent
in public areas. DC Fast chargers provide ‘direct current’ to
the vehicle’s battery system from an external charger that can
reduce the charging times from 2 hours to 20 minutes for a
recharge.
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Electric Vehicle Charging (continued)
Wireless technology uses electromagnetic field generated in the
surface underneath the vehicle to charge the battery. Wireless
charging has a number of applications with the first being static
where the wireless system negates the need to plug in vehicles
while they are parked. The second application is semi-dynamic
which allows vehicles to receive short top-ups when they
temporarily stop as part of a journey, such as at a road junction or
bus stop. The third application is full dynamic where a vehicle
charges in motion drawing current from technology embedded in
the lanes of main roads and highways. Highways in the UK are
currently undergoing trials with dynamic wireless power transfer
which allows drivers of ultra-low emission vehicles to travel long
distances without needing to stop and charge the car’s battery.

An Electric Vehicle Simulator is used when installing or maintaining an EV charge point to check functions of the station and some
safety features of the electrical installation. It simulates every type
of EV allowing new chargers to be checked after installation, verifying a number of vital power and safety requirements, as they
simulate the connection a charger makes with an EV. This is done
as a precautionary measure to ensure the charger is operational
before physically connecting the unit to a vehicle.

Electric Vehicle Simulator

Charging network operators
Inductive Charging Systems
With battery swapping stations, a vehicle's discharged battery
pack can be automatically swapped for a fully charged battery
within approximately 15 minutes, eliminating the delay involved in
waiting for the vehicle's battery to fully charge. However, this
technology requires EV’s to be designed for the "easy swap"
process of the battery packs which highlights one the challenges
of mass rollout of this charging option. Bus stations in Port city of
Qingdao (China) make use of battery swopping for electric buses
with two or three swops taking place per day.
Advanced chargers further allow dual-directional energy flow
(vehicle dependent) as described below,
1.

2.

An operator essentially manages charging stations by handling
charging authorization/subscription, the accompanying charge
card and/or app, billing for charge sessions as well as charging
details (including charging speed, energy used and length of the
session). Additional features may include availability location,
charger reservation and dynamic power control for load levelling.
The platform is governed by international protocols such as the
Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) with the objective to offer a
uniform solution for the method of communication between charge
points and a central system. It is the only open standard in the EV
charging equipment management space that is in common use
anywhere in the world. With this protocol it is possible to connect
any central system with any charge point, regardless of the
manufacturer.

Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) – the system in which electric vehicles
communication with the power grid to transfer energy from the
vehicle back into the grid network.
Vehicle-to-Home (V2H) – the system in which electric vehicles
parked and plugged-in are able to power a residence or commercial facility. During times of high demand or emergency
situations, customers could use their EVs to power
appliances, or systems in the connected building.

V2G and V2H applications

Overview of charger network operations
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Electric Vehicle Industry Alliance (EVIA)
The Electric Vehicle Industry Alliance (EVIA) was established as a
Public Private Sector consortium to shape and simulate the local
EV environment. The consortium serves as a national initiative
comprised of government departments and agencies, EV OEMs,
electricity infrastructure and suppliers, EV charge point suppliers
and smart grid service providers. Working group activities within
EVIA formulated a guideline which was adopted and now promoted
for EV charging plugs and standards for South Africa as described
below.
All public facing AC charge points must be equipped with Type 2
sockets. This allows both battery EV’s and plug-in EV’s from all
vehicle manufacturers with AC charging capabilities to be able to
charge at the charge stations, with each vehicle owner required to
only carry the specific charging cable mating the vehicle connector
to the Type 2 socket.

AC Charge point socket and connector

In terms of EV parking signage the respective signage is intended
to provide general guidance in terms of location to the charging
station as well as enforcing which vehicles park in the dedicated
parking bays. Signage can be classified as general service, regulatory signs, special signs and parking bay identification.

General Service Signs

Regulatory Signs

All public facing DC fast charging stations are required to be dual
CHAdeMO and Combined Charging System 2 (CCS2) equipped. In
so doing both battery EV’s and plug-in EV’s from all vehicle manufacturers with DC fast charging capabilities will be able to charge at
the charge stations.

Trailblazing (Special) Signs

Parking Bay Identification
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DC charger plug and vehicle socket

The South African roll out of charging infrastructure has been primarily driven by the OEMs and private sector. In 2015 BMW SA and
Nissan SA signed a Memorandum of Understanding stipulating their collaborative efforts in the national implementation of EV charging
infrastructure. The uYilo eMobility Programme engaged with various stakeholders related with charging infrastructure to collate the
current landscape of public chargers as illustrated below which totals to 77 AC and 18 DC chargers nationally.

Landscape of public EV charging infrastructure across South Africa (October 2016) *

uYilo road-trip highlighting need for greater national charging infrastructure
uYilo provided an electric mobility showcase exhibition at the
2016 Knysna Motor Show which attracted well over 5,000 visitors. Staged by the Garden Route Motor Club, the 2016 event
was not only a huge success and enjoyed by all automotive enthusiasts and the public, but also resulted in a record amount of
money donated to charity. The Knysna motor show is now recognised as one of the best motor shows staged in South Africa and
continues to grow exponentially.
In providing electric mobility awareness and highlighting the need
for national charging infrastructure, the uYilo team drove the
Nissan Leaf from Port Elizabeth to Knysna which included a
distance of 277kms.

Electric mobility showcase exhibition

*Information collated for the chargers relied on 3rd party information supplied to uYilo
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The journey was split up to recharge at Algoa Nissan dealership in Humansdorp 120kms from Port Elizabeth, and then an overnight stop
in Tsitsikama which was 90km’s from Humansdorp. The journey continued the following day with a top-up charge in Plettenberg Bay
before arriving in Knynsa. Charging was accomplished via the convenience cable through the standard wall socket plug point at each
location. It can be noted that additional charge points along key national routes will certainly add towards user acceptance and uptake
towards electric mobility. The landscape of charging infrastructure needs to include a mix of both standard and fast charging options that
are strategically located for ease of charging for EV users.

uYilo micro-grid project for energy efficient charging of electric vehicles
Through activities to date of uYilo’s Live Testing Environment, the facility now includes a mix of AC charge points as well as a DC fast
charger, and incorporates renewable energy generation currently via solar through a 12kWp array. An overall energy management system includes an intelligent algorithm to provide optimal energy generation, storage and management for energy efficient charging of
EV’s. Energy storage is facilitated through the use of a battery pack from an EV repurposed for stationary storage, essentially incorporating a sustainable model of EV batteries, now complementing a sustainable EV charging ecosystem. The storage system limits the
amount of energy required from the utility at any given time and hence no additional stress on the grid network during multiple charge
events. The facility serves as a smart grid ecosystem with renewable energy generation, energy distribution through vehicle charge
points, and energy consumption through a fleet of EV’s.
The key challenge of large-scale EV adoption is the potential increase in peak demands caused by the charging of EVs where this will
affect lower-voltage distribution grids the most, ultimately requiring expensive grid upgrades, unless appropriate management systems
and network upgrades occur. Through known capacities within the uYilo microgrid, the energy management system is governed by a
Time-of-Use system as well as load levelling control of each individual charge point within the network achieving an uninterrupted transition time to maintain active charge events during a shift of energy source to the charger(s). The platform provides demand management
to intelligently control charging events by reducing peak power demand on the grid and maximising utilisation of renewable energy
sources while minimising charging costs for EV users. A controlled network integration of EV charging will be beneficial for the grid network in that flexible charging demands could be used to balance the intermittency of renewable energy sources and essentially help to
introduce more renewable energy into the grid.

uYilo Live Testing Environment serving as a smart grid ecosystem for electric vehicles
When charge events are not active, the energy management system allows solar energy to be stored locally and during times of insufficient solar, the stored energy is complemented to the demand from the charger network. It essentially provides a method of EV fleet
charging which does not require significant grid infrastructure changes or upgrades, therefore reduce peak time electricity costs, improving energy supply reliability and provide smart integration of various energy sub systems. The facility aims to further align towards smart
grid protocols and extend to pilot further research, development, demonstration and testing projects across all possible stakeholders.
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